
WORLDS WORST DICTATORS

Robert Mugabe. Zimbabwe. Age: In power since: Last year's rank: 6. Inflation in Zimbabwe is so bad that in January the
government.

In the earlier part of his presidency, he was known for his Mbasogo profits from billions of dollars of oil
exports , but  The term has also come to be associated with megalomania. Installed and supported in office
primarily by Belgium and the United It might be seen as a republican form of enlightened despotism. He is the
son of Kim Jong-il and the grandson of Kim Il-sung. In other cases, the association is mere pretense. A
Dictator was a magistrate given sole power for a limited duration. Pol Pot fled to the border region with
Thailand but in , after a power struggle within the Khmer Rouge, he was arrested by former colleagues and
sentenced to life under house arrest. To view this video please enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a
web browser that supports HTML5 video Throughout his rule, he packed jails with political prisoners to
defuse real or imagined plots and ordered bloody purges. Julius Caesar , dictator of Rome Originally an
emergency legal appointment in the Roman Republic , the term "Dictator" did not have the negative meaning
it has now. Following Julius' assassination, his heir Augustus was offered the title of dictator, but he declined
it. The despot, known as Saddam, had oppressed Iraq for more than 30 years, unleashing devastating regional
wars and reducing his once promising, oil-rich nation to a claustrophobic police state. He is known as Chiang
Chung-cheng or Chiang Chieh-shih in Money, private property and religion were abolished. He has introduced
free basic education, boosted trade and lowered maternal and child mortality by more than 50 percent. He died
on 15 April  During his near four decades as a dictator, Zimbabweans faced brutal oppression, with thousands
of civilians killed in military action over perceived uprisings. His legacy was passed on to his successors, with
human rights abuses continuing today. Additionally, Burundi has some of the highest rates of malnutrition
among children under five anywhere in the world, seven million reported malaria cases in and a  A benevolent
dictatorship refers to a government in which an authoritarian leader exercises absolute political power over the
state but is perceived to do so with regard for benefit of the population as a whole, standing in contrast to the
decidedly malevolent stereotype of a dictator. Pol Pot 2. Among the Bolshevik revolutionaries who took part
in the Russian Revolution of He has served as Cambodia's premier for more


